INTRODUCTION
Fractional Order Calculus (FOC) was first proposed in 1695 [1] . However, due to a lack of knowledge of its physical significance and geometric meaning, FOC has laid dormant for a long time. It's not until recent decades, as with the development of computer science and its application, FOC has gained much attention in scientific and engineering community [2] . FOC has broad application in complex systems modeling, analysis and identification, signal processing and automatic control [2] and so on. FOC can resolve some problems that traditional integer order calculus could not do. Some previously undiscovered or unexplained phenomenon can be discovered or explained by FOC. For example, the conventional automatic control system, its performance would be further improved by FOC modeling or FOC controller [4] .
Fractional order integral or differential operator .Existing methods [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] include continuous fractional expansion (CFE), Carlson, Matsuda,Oustloup(CRONE),etc. A common feature of these methods is that they do not take how to obtain the rational function of lowest order under specified conditions (approximation frequency range and approximation error) into account, namely how to achieve the best rational function approximation. This paper proposes an optimal rational function approximation method for
This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 deals with the proposal of rational function approximation based on Bode diagram for fractional integral operator. Section 3 describes the method of setting approximation error bandwidth. Section 4 gives out the solving issue and improving it. And section 5 is the conclusion part.
II.
BODE  and left of 2  ,LAFC of ) (s R is within error band, its phase-frequency characteristic approximation error is larger than normal. In order to exclude these two small ranges from the approximate frequency range, the approximation frequency range should be less than the build frequency range. As shown in Fig.1 . 
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D. Calculation of Polyline initial and terminal frequencies
Polyline initial frequency is obtained by ( 
E. Generation of approximation rational function
Approximation rational function can be obtained after calculating handover frequencies based on above algorithm. Transfer function of first inertial element is denoted as , we note that the wider approximation error bandwidth is, the less the number of polyline inflection point and handover frequency are, and the lower order of approximation function is. In order to reduce the orders and optimize rational approximation function, we should increase the approximation error bandwidth to the best of one's abilities within acceptable approximation error. Therefore, two problems should be considered:1)The error between the asymptote and exact value of LAFC.2) The relationship between pole frequency of LAFC approximation error curve and adjacent handover frequency.
A. The error between the asymptote and exact value of LAFC
LAFC of approximation rational function are represented by asymptote in Bode diagram. There is error between asymptote and accurate characteristics. The closer to the handover frequency, the greater the error is. Maximum error is on the handover frequency. For inertia element, the maximum error is dB 3
. For first-order differential element, the maximum error is dB 3  . The asymptote is always outside of the accurate characteristics. If error bandwidth in Bode diagram is set directly according to the LAFC maximum acceptable approximation error, then it will result in higher order of ) (s R . And the actual approximation error is less than the setting value, which means the approximation precision has margin. Eliminating this margin can reduce the orders of ) (s R . Therefore, error band should be widened appropriately. Related problems are discussed as follows.
B. The relationship between approximation error curve pole frequency and the LAFC handover frequency
The LAFC expression of fractional integral operator 
V. CONCLUSIONS
We have addressed fractional integral operator optimal rational function approximation method based on Bode diagram. The so-called optimal means: Under the condition of the approximate frequency range and the maximum acceptable amplitude approximation error (and corresponding to maximum phase error), the orders of the rational function is the lowest. The previous method can also be applied to fractional differential operator approximation. Calculation examples show availability of above works.
